A signature-based method to distinguish time-of-flight secondary-ion mass spectra from biological samples.
Time-Of-Flight Mass Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) was used to determine elemental and biomolecular ions from isolated protein samples. We identified a set of 23 mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) peaks that represent signatures for distinguishing biological samples. The 23 peaks were identified by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and Canonical Analysis (CA) to find the underlying structure in the complex mass-spectra data sets. From this modified data, SVD was used to identify sets of m/z peaks, and we used these patterns from the TOF-SIMS data to predict the biological source from which individual mass spectra were generated. The signatures were validated using an additional data set different from the initial training set used to identify the signatures. We present a simple method to identify multiple variables required for sample classification based on mass spectra that avoids overfit. This is important in a variety of studies using mass spectrometry, including the ability to identify proteins in complex mixtures and for the identification of new biomarkers.